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Abstract

more complexlinear systems.We introducein this paper
a very efficientChebyshev-Legendre
Galerkin method that
We introduce a new and efficient Chebyshev-Legendre hasthe advantagesof both the Legendre-and ChebyshevGalerkin method for elliptic problems. The new method Galerkin methods. Our method has two essential features:
is basedon a Legendre-Galerkinformulation,but only the
ß It is basedon a Legendre-Galerkinformulation which
Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto
points are usedin the compupreservesthe symmetry of the underlying problem.
tation. Hence, it enjoysadvantagesof both the LegendreThe basis functionsof the approximation space are
Galerkin and Chebyshev-Galerkin methods.
compactcombinationsof Legendrepolynomials,deterKey words: Chebyshev polynomial, Legendre polynomined by the order of the principle elliptic operator
mial, spectral-Galerkin method.
and the underlyingboundary conditions. For problemswith constantcoefficients,the linear systemsreAMS subject classifications: 65N35, 65N22, 65F05,
sulted from these compactbasis functions are banded
35J05.
sparsematrices,similar to those arisingfrom a finite
differencediscretization,which can be efficientlyin-

i

verted.

Introduction

ß Only the coefficients
of Legendreexpansionsand the
valuesat the CGL pointsare usedin the computation.

The Legendre-Galerkin
method[13]for self-adjointelliptic equationsleadsto symmetricand simplerlinear sys-

Efficient algorithms are available to transform from
the coefficientsof Legendreexpansionsto the values
at the CGL points and vice versa.

tems, but its efficiencyis limited by the lack of fast trans-

form betweenthe physicalspace(valuesat the Legendre-

Gauss-Lobatto
points)and the spectralspace(coefficients

In the next section, we describethe Legendre-and
of the Legendrepolynomials).Furthermore,the LegendreGauss-Lobatto(LGL) points are not availablein an ex- Chebyshev-Galerkin methods for an one-dimensional
In Section 3, we introduce the
plicit form and their evaluationsfor large N (N be- model problem.
Chebyshev-Legendre
Galerkin method and describe the
ing the order of polynomialspace)may introducesigniffast
Chebyshev-Legendre
transform betweenthe valuesat
icant roundofferrors(cf. [1]). On the other hand, the
of Legendreexpansion.In
Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto
(CGL) pointsare givenexplic- CGL pointsand the coefficients
itly and the transform between the physical space and Section4, we presentsomenumericalresultswhich demonthe spectralspacecan be efficientlyperformedby using strate the efficiencyof the new method.
the Fast Fourier Transform(FFT). However,due to the
non-uniformweight associatedwith the Chebyshevpoly-

nomials,the Chebyshev-Galerkin
method[14]leadsto nonsymmetric(even for self-adjointelliptic equations)and
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and Cheby-

methods

To simplifythe presentation,
weconsider
the followingone
dimensionalmodel problem:

(1)
ICOSAHOM'95:

Legendre-Galerkin

shev-Galerkin

au- uxx----f, in I---- (-1, 1),

with the Robin type boundary condition

(2) a_u(-1) + b_u•(-1) - 0, a+u(1)+ b+u•(1)-- 0.
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The problem(1-2)hasa uniquesolutionif
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The determinant of the above system is

(3) a• + b• • 0, a_b__<0; a•_+ b•_• 0, a+b+_>O.

-- 2a+a_+ a_b+(k+ 2)2 -a+b_(k + 2)2

DET•

1

- •b_b+(k
+ 1)(k+2)2(k
+ 3)

Let S.¾be the spaceof polynomialsof degreelessthan or
equal to N, and

X.¾={vG SN: añv(4-1)+bñvx(4-1)----0}.

We then concludefrom (3) that DETu • 0 for any k.
Hence,{au,bu) canbe uniquelydeterminedfrom (5).
It is obviousthat {0u(x)) are linearly independent.

We denoteI.• the operator
of interpolation
at the LGL Therefore by dimensionargument we have
points{•i}05i51¾(•i are the roots of the polynomial
(1 - x2)L'.¾(x),
whereLN(X) is the Legendre
polynomial
XN =span{½u(x)' k:0,1,2,...,N-2).
of degree
N), i.e. IlNf • SN and
Let us denote

=

0 _<i _<

Let (,u,v)= f_•uv dx. Then,thepseudo-spectral
Legendre-Galerkin
methodfor (1-2) is: find UN • XN s.t.
V vN • X•¾,

(4)

c•(Us;V.¾)--(D•UN,VN)=(I}vf,
VN).
and

Remark 2.1 The above formulation is slightly different
from the usual Calerkin methodin the following aspects:

f is replaced
by its interpolant
I•f
evaluation;

$=

=, M =

to allowfaster Then the equation(4) is equivalentto the followinglinear
system:

ß the boundarycondition (2) in all casesis strongly (6)
enforced as in a collocation scheme, while in case

(o•M + S)v = f.

By integration by parts and taking into accountthe bound-

b• -+-b•• 0 theboundary
condition
(2) willonlybe ary condition(2), xvefind that
satisfiedas N -• +•c in a usualGalerkinmethod(cf.

--

(d•O•

The actual solutionprocedurefor (4) dependson the
choice of basis functions for X5 •. It is essential for the
sake of efficiency to use compact combinationsof orthog-

a+

onal polynomials(with respectto the innerproduct(., .))

dx2 / •

as basis functions. To this end, we set

O•(x) = L•(x) +a•Li+•(x) +biLi+2(x), k =0,1,2,...

a_

= (DxO•:,DxOj)
+•O•(1)Oj(1)
- •O•(-1)Oj(-1)
where•b+ (resp. •)

should
be replaced
by zerowhen

b+ = 0 (resp. b_ = 0). Hence,usingthe orthogonality

We will choose
{ai, bi } suchthat Oi(x) verifiesthe bound- of the Legendrepolynomials,it is easy to veri• that the

ary condition
(2). SinceLu(-[-1)= (-[-1)
• andL[(-[-1)=

stiffnessmatrix S is a diagonal matrix with

• •.•(-1)•-lk(k
+ 1), the boundarycondition(2) leadsto the
followingsystemfor {a•, b•}:

suu= -(4k + 6)bu,k = O,1,2,...
and the massmatrix M is symmetricpenta-diagonalwhose
nonzero

elements

are
2

2

2

•-• + a•--• + b•

(5),

(7) ra•j--

2
a•+a•+•

b••_s,

2

b• •+s,
2

j = k,
j=k+l,

j = k+ 2,
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and mjk - mkj.
In summary: given the values of f at LGL points

{(i}0<i<N, wedeterminethe valuesof US (solutionof (4))
at these LGL points as follows:

1. (pre-computation)
ComputeLGL points,{ak, bk) and
nonzero elements of $ and M;

2. Evaluatethe Legendre
coefficients
of I•f(x)
{f(•i)}•v=0(backward
Legendre
transform);

problemswith variablecoefficients)
and non-sparseness
of
the stiffnessmatrix (which excludesmore efficientdirect
solverssuchas the cyclicreduction[15] for problemsin
multi-dimensional
domains).
Remark 2.2 In caseof the homogeneous
Dirichlet bound-

ary condition{i.e. bñ = O) or the homogeneous
Neumann
boundary
condition
{i.e.
añ
=
0),
we
have
a•
=
0, k =
from

3. Evaluatef and solvev from (6);
N-2

4. Evaluateu•¾((j) = Ei=0 vi½i((j), j = 0,1,...,N
(forwardLegendretransform).

0, 1,2,...

For differential equationsof order 2m, we shouldchoose
the basis functions for the Legendre- and ChebyshevCalerkin method to be of the form

•k(x) = Pk(x) + ak.lPk+l(X) +... + ak,2mPk+2m(x)

It is clearthat step 3 can be donein O(N) operations.
However,eachLegendretransformin steps2 and 4 involves

a matrix-by-vector
productwhichwill take about 2N2
arithmetic operations. To reducethe costof the transforms
between physical and spectral spaces,a natural choiceis
to use Chebyshevpolynomials. We now describe briefly

belowthe Chebyshev-Galerkin
methodfor (1).
Let I Nc be the interpolation operator at the CGL points

{r?i= cos(i•/N)}o<i<•, i.e. I•vf • SN and

These special cases are discussedin detail in

[13,

wherePi(x) are Legendreor Chebyshev
polynomialsand
ai,j shouldbedeterminedby the underlyingboundaryconditions.See[13, 1,4]for thetreatmentoffourth-orderproblems.

For multi-dimensional problems, tensor products of one
dimensional basisfunctions should be used. The resulting
linear systemscan be efficientlysolved,for instance, by the

matrix decomposition
method[11, 9]. We refer to [13, 1,4]
for more details.

I•,f(rli) = f(r]i), 0 _<i _<N.
The pseudo-spectral
Chebyshev-Galerkin
methodfor (1-2)
is: find ux • X•v s.t. V v.¾ • XN,

3

Chebyshev-Legendre

Galerkin

method

(s)

-

,,'here

= (1-

=

and½,

=

&. As

before,there exist unique{a•, b•} suchthat

Chebyshev-Legendre
Galerkinmethodfor (1-2): find u• 6

V•(x) = T•(x) + akT•+•(x) + b•T•+2(x) e XN,
(whereT• (x) is the Chebyshev
polynomialofdegreek) and
XN = span(•hk(x)ß k = 0, 1,2,...,N-

To overcomethe shortcomingsof both the Legendre- and
Chebyshev-Galerkin methods, we propose the follo;ving

2}.

XN s.t. V v N • XN,

(9)

a(U:v,V:v)-(D•uN,v:v)=(I•f,v:v).

The onlydifference
with (4) is that the Chebyshevinterpolation operatorI•v is usedinsteadof the Legendreinterpo-

I•v. Hence,thesolution
procedure
of (9) is
It is easy to see that the stiffnessmatrix S (si• = lationoperator
the sameas that of (4) exceptthat Chebyshev(-D•vg•', ½i)•) is a uppertriangularmatrix andthe mass essentially
matrix M (m• = (%, ½i)•) is a symmetricpositivedefi- Legendretransforms(betweenthe value of a functionat
nite penta-diagonal matrix. Although the matrix aM + S

CGL pointsand the coefficients
of its Legendreexpansion)

in (8) is not sparse,it can still be invertedat a costcom-

are neededinstead of the Legendretransforms.

parable to invert a seven-diagonalmatrix by exploiting

Recently Don and Gottlieb [6] introduced also a

the specialstructuresof S [14]. Therefore,thanksto the

Chebyshev-Legendrecollocation method for hyperbolic
and parabolic equations. Their work is motivated by the
fact that the hyperbolic equations are no.t well-posed in
Chebyshevnorm. in their method, the forcing term is ap-

fast transformsavailableto the Chebyshevexpansions,the
Chebyshev-Galerkinmethod is preferable for this specific
problem. However, the Chebyshev-Galerkinmethod may

not be the bestchoicedue to the non-symmetry
(which propriatelypenalizedsothat L2 normestimatescanbe obintroducesconsiderabledifficultiesfor its analysisand excludes the use of conjugate gradient type methods for

tained for the collocationmethod usingChebyshevpoints.
Although the two methods share the same spirit which is
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• 2 operations
as opposed
to 2N2 operations
for
to take advantages
of both the Chebyshev
and Legendre 4N) + 5N
methods,the motivationand the implementation
of the the Legendretransform.In •ure operationalcounts,the
two methods are entirely different.
We now describe how the Chebyshev-Legendretrans-

cost of the two transforms is about the same at N = 8, and

the Chebyshev-Legendre
transformcostsabout onethird
forms can be efficiently implemented. We split each of the Legendretransformat N = 128 (seeTable I for
computational
results).
Chebyshev-Legendre
transforminto two steps:
In summary,the one-dimensional
Chebyshev-Legendre
1. The transform between its valuesat CGL points and
the coefficientsof its Chebyshevexpansion. This can

(cf. P.
be doneby FFT in •s log2N + 4N operations
502 in [2]).
2. The transform between the coefficientsof the Cheby-

transform can be done in about

(5•N
log2
N+4N)+
min(•N
2,CN)
•-O(N
log
2N)
operations,where C is a large constantin Alpert
and Rohklin'salgorithm [1]. Since multi-dimensional

shevexpansionand of the Legendreexpansion.

transformsin the tensor product form are performed

This secondtransform has been addressedby Alpert and

througha sequence
of one-dimensional
transforms,
the ddimensionalChebyshev-Legendre
transformcan be done

Rohklin[1]. They developed
an O(N) algorithmfor the
secondtransform for a prescribedprecision. Their algoß

in O(N• log2N) operations
andit hasthe samespeedup
as in the 1-D case,when comparedwith the d-dimensional

rithm, as most algorithmsbasedon the fast multipole Legendretransform.

method[7],is mostattractivefor verylargeN. Formoderate N, the algorithmwe describebelowappearsto be
more competitive.
Let

The nonzero elements of A and B can be easily determined by the recurrencerelations:

Ti+•(x) -- 2zTi(z)- Ti_•(z), i _>1,

us write
N

N

i=0

i=O

Li+l(X)
: 2i+
_ i+1i Li_•(x)
i+1 lxLi(x)
' i>
- 1.
Indeed,let aij = (T,,Lj)•, thenforj >_i > 1,
=

and

f = (f0,

(Ti'j+l
2j+lxLj

f!,)T a = (g0,g

2j
j ++1i (xT•,L•)•
- J ~

What we need is to transform betweenf and g. The relation betweenf and g can be easilyobtainedby computing

2j+1

(p.Tg),:and(p,L2). In fact,let usdenote

where co = 2 and ci = 1 for i > 1, and

we have

f=Ag,

2j+1

j

= 2j+2(ai+•j
+ai-•j)- j+ laij-•ß
Similarly,
let Dij= (Li,Tj), wehaveforj >_i > 1,

A -- (aij)i.j=o,1
.....N, B -- (bij)i,j=o,1
.....N.

(10)

j

ß
= 2j+2(Ti+l
4-Ti-I,Lj)•
- j+•ij-•

27r(ri,Lj)•,bij (i+•)(LiTj),
aij = Ci

Then

J L•-i)

g= By, AB= BA= I.

By theorthogonality
andparityof the Chebyshev
andLegendrepolynomials,
we observeimmediatelythat

~ -- 2i
2i+
~ + 2--•-•
2i •i-lj- •ij-•'
bij+•
+2
lbi+•J
Thus, eachnonzeroelementof A and B can be obtained
by just a few operations.Furthermore,the ChebyshevLegendretransform(10) is extremelyeasyto implement,
while the algorithmin [1] requiresconsiderable
programming effort.

We now turn our attention to problemswith variable

aij ----bij -- 0, fori > j or i + j odd.
I

Hence,both A and B onlyhaveabout•N

2

nonzeroel-

ements,and the cost of each transformbetweenf and
1

=o, +
{ulon
-div½(•)Vu)
b(•)u
=f,•••=[-1,1]
•,
ß

2

g is about•N operations.Consequently,
the costof
eachChebyshev-Legendre
transformis about

coefficients.Let us considerfor instance the followingnonseparableequation:

log2N+

Chebyshev-LegendreMethods
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whered = 1, 2 or3, a(x) > 0 andb(x) > 0 forx • [-1, 1]a.

The numerical experiments indicate that preconditioned

We can apply the spectral-Galerkinmethod directly to this
equation, but it is more efficient in most casesto make a

conjugategradienttype methods(see for instance[8])
can be appliedto Asp and convergesignificantlyfaster

changeof dependentvariablev = gru [4] whichreduces than preconditioned Richardson or preconditioned minimum residual

(11) to:

methods.

The sacrificefor the exact symmetry is compensatedby

(12)

Av
-=
-Av
+p(x)v
---q,
x•f•---[-1,
1]
d,

vlo• = 0,

the factthat AspWcanbe efficientlyevaluated.More precisely, given the coefficientsof w • X•,

we evaluate the

actionofA•pWin XN asfollows(withtheoperation
counts
of eachstepin parentheses):

where
p(x)- a(v"5)
i
+ b(x) andq(x)= f .

1. Compute
theLegendre
coefficients
of -Aw; (O(Nd))

The unmodified spectral-Galerkin method is usually
impractical for this type of problems. We propose instead the following pseudo-spectralChebyshev-Legendre

2. Perform the forward Chebyshev-Legendretransform

(from the Legendrecoefficients
to the valuesat the

Calerkinmethodfor (12): find VN • XN = {w • $N :
w[ap.----O} s.t.

CGLpoints)of w; (O(Ndlog2N))
3. Computep(x)w(x) at the CGL points and then

(13)

(Aspvv,w) = (IC

w), Vw e

take the backward Chebyshev-Legendretransform of

Zfv(p(z)w(z));

whereAspis defined

log

4. Computethe actionof AspW= -Aw + I•(p(x)w(x))
(Asp,,w) = (w, Vw) +

in XN. (O(Nd))

w),

and S.v is the spaceof polynomials of degree _<N in each

variable.It is clearthat the matrix corresponding
to Asp
is full. Hence,the system(13) must be solvedby usingan
iterative

method.

Preconditioned

iterative

methods

have

been successfullyapplied to the spectral-collocationsystems with pre-conditionersbased on either the finite dif-

The total cost, dominated by the cost of the two

Chebyshev-Legendre
transforms,
isoforderO(N• log2N).
4

Numerical

results

In this section, we present and compare some numeri-

ferenceapproximations
[12, 10] or finite elementsapproxi- cal experimentson Legendre-Galerkin
(LG), Chebyshevmations[5, 3]. Here we proposeto use7/spdefinedby
Galerkin (CG) and Chebyshev-Legendre
Galerkin (CLG)

-= (Vv, Vw) +

w)

(for an appropriatec• _>0) as the preconditioner
for Asp.
This type of pre-conditionerswas used in the finite differ-

methods. All computations are performed in double precision on a SUN-Sparc10 workstation Model-30 with standard optimization option "-O". All CPU times listed are
in seconds. We first compare the costs of four different
transforms:

encecontextby ConcusandGolub[4],andthe convergence
rate of a iterative schemefor (13) with this type of pre1. Chebyshevtransform(CT).
conditionersis independentof the discretizationparameter

N. The preconditioning
equation(i.e. TlspV= g) canbe
efficientlysolvedin O(N) operationsfor d = I (seeSection2) andin O(Nd(log2
N) d-l) operations
ford =2 and
3 (see[15]). Sincethe evaluationof AspWfor w • XN can
bedonein O(N• log2N) operations
(seebelow),theequation (11) canbe solvedin generalin O(Nd(log2N)
•-•)
operations.
Because of the pseudo-spectraltreatment of the term

pv•, Aspis not exactlysymmetric.However,it is indeeda
spectrally accurate approximation to the symmetric spec-

traloperator
•sp defined
by

2. Legendretransform(LT). This is donein an optimal
way: we pre-compute and store the transform matrix,
and then use Fortran BLAS routine dgemm.f for the
matrix-matrix product.

3. Chebyshev-Legendre
transform I (CLT-I) by the
(• log2N + 4N)+ • N 2 algorithmin Section3.
4. Chebyshev-Legendre
transformII (CLT-II) by the

(• log2N + 4N)+O(N)algorithm
in [1]with16-digit
accuracy.

FFTPACK routinecost.f(availableat NETLIB) is usedfor

(AspU,
W)----(VV,VW)+ (p(3•)V,
W),VV,W• XN.

the real cosinetransform in CT, CLT-I and CLT-II. The
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N

CT

LT

CLT-I

CLT-II

1-D transform

32 (1000)

.09

'.23

0.17

*

64 /1000)
128 (1000)

.16
.31

1.04
4.05

0.59
1.87

.95
2.38

256(1000) .60

15.92

6.49

"5.61

512 (100)
1024 (100)

.13
.36

6.32
25.81

2.41
9.51

1.46
3.36

16 (100)
32 (100)
64 (100)
128 (10)
256 (10)
512 (1)

.11
.43
2.47
.91
3.99
2.08

.18
0.93
6.59
4.15
29.06
21.67

*
*
12.29
6.29
30.36
16.07

2-D transform

Table

N

1: CPU

.21
1.45
14.74
11.26
88.33
69.94

time for the three transforms.

LG

CLG

CG

32
0.04 (0.01)
0.04 (0.01)
o.oa (0.04)
64
0.36 (0.06)
0.2 (0.06)
0.14 (0.19)
128 2,75 (0.14)
1.39 (0.14)
1.64 (1.99)
256 20.13 (0.54) 8.53 (0.54)
11.93(17.99)
512 151.87(2.04) 45.27 (2.04) 118.13(167.36)
Table 2: CPU

time for the three Poisson solvers.

CPU time for the three transforms(excludingthe initialization process)are tabulated in Table I wherethe number
in parenthesesis the number of transformsmade. Notice
that in the 2-D case, CLT-I is more efficient than LT for N

as low as 16 and is three times faster than LT for N = 256,

andCLT-I is moreefficientthan CLT-II for N _<256 (CLTII may becomemore competitive if singleprecisionis used

[1]). Furthermore,CLT are moreaccuratethan LT for N
large, sinceLT may sufferfrom the round-offerrorsfrom
the computationof LGL points(seeTable6 in [1]for more
details). The CPU time for 3-D transformsbehavessimilarly as the 2-D transforms.
We now comparethe costsof solvinga 2-D Poissonequation by using the CG, LG and CLG methods. The CPU

time for the initializationprocess(suchas computingthe
eigenvectors
of the 1-D second-order
problem)is givenin
the parentheses. Evidently, CLG is more efficient than
LG in all cases. Furthermore, CLG is comparable to the
very efficient CG method for N < 64 and CLG becomes

95

Example
1. a(x,y)= (1+ a((x+ 1)4q-(yq-1)4))
2
and b(x,y) = 0. The functiona(x, y) hasverylargevariation over the domain but after the change of depedent

variablev = v/-Su,the functionp(x,y) in (12) is still nonnegativeand hasmuchlessvariationthan a(x, y). Hence,
fast convergence
rate is expectedfor a wide range of a.

Example 2. a(x,y) = (1.5+ sin(a(x+ y)))2 and
b(x,y) = 0. In this case,p(x,y) in (12) is no longera
4 2 < p(x,y) < 4c•2. The
positivefunctionandwe have-•c•
system(12) is still positivedefinitebecause(11) is. But
the convergence
rate may deteoratefor large c• due to the

nonpositivityof p(x, y).
The two problems are solvedby three different schemes:

1. (CL-PCG) the preconditionedconjugate gradient
methodappliedto (13);

2. (CL-PCGS) the preconditionedconjugategradient
squaredmethod[16]appliedto (13);
3. (C-PCGS) the preconditionedconjugate gradient
squaredmethodappliedto a Chebyshev-Galerkinap-

proximationto (12)(similarto (13), but is formulated
with a weightedinnerproduct).
In Table 3, we list the number of iterations needed for 7digit accuracy. A few remarks are in order. Firstly, all

three schemesfor the first exampleconvergevery rapidly,
even with a very large a. The slower convergencefor
Example 2 with a = 5 is attributed to the nonpositiv-

ity of p(x,y). Note howeverthat even though -20 <_
p(x, y) _<100 at a = 5, the three schemesstill converge
with a relatively small number of interations. This is a
strong indication that these interative schemesapplied to
spectral-Galerkinformulationsare very robust. Secondly,

eventhoughthe system(13) is not exactlysymmetric,CLPCG still convergesvery rapidly, although at a rate slower
than that of CL-PCGS. However, the slower convergence
rate is more than compensatedby the fact that one iteration of PCGS costs twice as much as one iteration

of PCG.

Finally,the costof oneiterationof PCG (resp. PCGS) is
aboutthe sameasthe costof solvingone (resp. two) Poissonequation(s)by the respectivemethod(cf. Table2).
In summary, we have developed a very efficient

2-D non-separable
equation(11). Two test problemsare

Chebyshev-Legendre
Galerkin methodwith quasi-optimal
operation countsfor solvingelliptic equations.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank
Dr. Alpert for providing his program for the Chebyshev-

considered:

Legendretransform.

significantlymore efficientthan CG for N > 128.
Next, we report on the computational results for the

Chebyshev-œeg'endre
.•iethods
CL-PCG
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CL-PCGS

C-PCGS

N
16
32
64

Example 1:
8, 10
8, 9
8, 8
Example 2:

c• = 10, 1000
5, 6
5, 6
5, 6
c• = 2, 5

5, 7
5, 7
5, 7

16
32
64

8, 23
8, 18
8, 17

5, 13
5, 13
5, 13

5, 14
5, 13
5, 13
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